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I have a pen. I  &��% 	�23have a dog.44444444444444 
 
I am a frog. I  &��%44444444444444 
 

 
I like hamburgers. I  &��%444444444444444 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
You have a pen. You  &��%/�� � (�044444444444444 
 
You are a frog. You  &��%/�� � (�044444444444444444 
 
You like pizza. You  &��%/�� � (�04444444444444 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
she/ he/ Mary/ Jimmy/ Sandy’s father/ Jack’s father/ your father/ my father/ his 
sister/ her sister/ my pencil/ his dog / it/ that/ this/……………….  &��%/��0 
She has a pen. _______________________     
Mary has a pen. ______________________    
He has a pen. ___________________________ 
Your dad has a pen. _________________________ 
 
She is a frog.___________________________ 
Mary’ sister is a frog.________________________ 
Jimmy’s grandfather is a frog. ____________________ 
It is a frog._______________________ 
 
She likes eggs.  4444444444444444444 
Mary likes eggs.  444444444444444444 
He likes eggs.444444444444444 
My dog likes eggs. 4444444444444444 
Your pig likes eggs.44444444444444444444 
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we/Mary’s friends/ Jimmy’s father and mother/your brother and sister/my grandmother 
and grandfather/ they/ these .. / those ../ Cindy, Judy and Lisa/ two men/ two dogs/ 
our classmates……………….  &��%/(�0 
We have a ball. _________________________________ 
Mary’s father and mother have a ball. _________________________  
They have a ball. _________________________ 
 
We are frogs. _________________________ 

  
Mary’ sister and brother are frogs.___________________________ 
Jimmy’s father and sister are frogs.____________________________ 
They are frogs. __________________________________ 
These animals are frogs. 
 
We like eggs. __________________________________ 
Cindy, Judy and Lisa like eggs. ___________________________________ 
They like eggs.___________________________________ 
These dogs like to sing. ____________________________ 
The three cats like to dance.________________________ 
 
 
Exercise: *���!$"�)� be�) 
1. The cake look/looks good. 
2. My mom look/looks beautiful. 
3. John’s father feel/feels happy. 
4. Cindy and Kelly want/wants some milk. 
5. We like/likes ice cream. 
6. My brother and sister go/goes to school at 8 o’clock. 
7. My schoolbag have/has a star on it. 
8. The pig have/has a long tail. 
9. These pencils is/are cool. 
10.Those children is/are sick.	 	


